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Created in the 1950s by the legendary Albert Ellis, rational emotive behavior therapy (REBT)
teaches clients to challenge their irrational thinking. REBT is based on the simple idea that it is
not external circumstances that make a person happy or unhappy, but rather internal thoughts
about events or oneself. Thinking, feeling, and behavior are seen as linked and influencing one
another. Because changing one's thinking is usually the simplest tactic in a given situation, it
tends to be the focus of therapy, alongside the humanistic core REBT philosophies of
unconditional self-acceptance, unconditional other-acceptance, and unconditional life-
acceptance.This essential primer, amply illustrated with case examples featuring diverse clients,
is perfect for graduate students studying theories of therapy and counseling, as well as for
seasoned practitioners interested in understanding how this approach has evolved and how it
might be used in their practice.This second edition includes updated clinical research, as well as
a thorough examination of the important distinctions between REBT and cognitive-behavior
approaches. 
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behavior therapy in your lives and sharing it —to help you and others experience great joy in life,
despite and including its challenges.ContentsSeries PrefaceHow to Use This Book With APA
Psychotherapy VideosAcknowledgments1. Introduction2. History3. Theory4. The
Therapy Process: Primary Change Mechanisms5. Evaluation6. Future Developments7.
SummaryGlossary of Key TermsSuggested Readings and VideosReferencesAbout the
AuthorsAbout the Series EditorSeries PrefaceSome might argue that in the contemporary
clinical practice of psychotherapy, the focus on evidence-based intervention and effective
outcome have overshadowed theory in importance. Maybe. But, at the same time it is clear that
psychotherapists adopt and practice according to one theory or another because their
experience, and decades of good evidence, suggests that having a sound theory of
psychotherapy leads to greater therapeutic success. Theory is fundamental in guiding
psychotherapists in understanding why people behave, think, and feel in certain ways, and it
provides guidance to then contemplate what a client can do to instigate meaningful change. Still,
the role of theory in the helping process can be hard to explain. This narrative about solving
problems helps convey the importance of theory:Aesop tells the fable of the sun and wind
having a contest to decide who was the most powerful. From above the earth, they spotted a
man walking down the street, and the wind said that he bet he could get his coat off. The sun
agreed to the contest. The wind blew, and the man held on tightly to his coat. The more the wind
blew, the tighter he held. The sun said it was his turn. He put all of his energy into creating warm
sunshine, and soon the man took off his coat.What does a competition between the sun and the
wind to remove a man’s coat have to do with theories of psychotherapy? This deceptively simple
story highlights the importance of theory as the precursor to any effective intervention —and
hence to a favorable outcome. Without a guiding theory, a psychotherapist might treat the
symptom without understanding the role of the individual. Or we might create power conflicts
with our clients and not understand that, at times, indirect means of helping (sunshine) are often
as effective —if not more so —than direct ones (wind). In the absence of theory, we might lose
track of the treatment rationale and instead get caught up in, for example, social correctness and
not wanting to do something that looks too simple.What exactly is theory? The APA Dictionary of
Psychology defines theory as “a principle or body of interrelated principles that purports to
explain or predict a number of interrelated phenomena” (2nd ed., VandenBos, 2015, p. 1081). In
psychotherapy, a theory is a set of principles used to explain human thought and behavior,
including what causes people to change. In practice, a theory creates the goals of therapy and
specifies how to pursue them. Haley (1997) noted that a theory of psychotherapy ought to be
simple enough for the average psychotherapist to understand but comprehensive enough to
account for a wide range of eventualities. Furthermore, a theory guides action toward successful
outcomes while generating hope in both the therapist and client that recovery is possible.Theory
is the compass that allows psychotherapists to navigate the vast territory of clinical practice. In
the same ways that navigational tools have been modified to adapt to advances in thinking and
ever-expanding territories to explore, theories of psychotherapy have evolved over time. The



different schools of theories are commonly referred to as waves, the first wave being
psychodynamic theories (i.e., Adlerian, psychoanalytic); the second wave, learning theories (i.e.,
behavioral, cognitive behavioral); the third wave, humanistic theories (i.e., person-centered,
gestalt, existential); the fourth wave, feminist and multicultural theories; and the fifth wave,
postmodern and constructivist theories (i.e., narrative, solution-focused). In many ways, these
waves represent how psychotherapy has adapted and responded to changes in psychology,
society, and epistemology as well as to changes in the nature of psychotherapy itself. The wide
variety of theories is also testament to the different ways in which the same human behavior can
be conceptualized depending on the view one espouses (Frew & Spiegler, 2012). Our theories
of psychotherapy are also challenged to expand beyond the primarily Western worldview
endemic in most theories and the practice of psychotherapy itself. That requires theories and
psychotherapists to become more inclusive of the full range of human diversity to reflect and
understanding of human behavior that accounts for a client’s context, identity, and
intersectionality (American Psychological Association, 2017). To that end, psychotherapy and
the theories that guide it are dynamic and responsive to the changing world around us.It is with
these two concepts in mind —the central importance of theory and the natural evolution of
theoretical thinking —that the American Psychological Association (APA) Theories of
Psychotherapy Series was developed. This series was created by my father (Jon Carlson) and
myself. Although educated in different eras, we both had a love of theory and often spent time
discussing the range of complex ideas that drive each model. Even though my father identified
strongly as an Adlerian and I was parented and raised from this perspective, my father espoused
an appreciation for other theories and theorists —and that is something I picked up from him. As
university faculty members teaching courses on the theories of psychotherapy, we wanted to
create learning materials that not only highlighted the essence of the major theories for
professionals and professionals-in-training but also updated readers on the current status of the
models. Often in books on theory, the biography of the original theorist overshadows the
evolution of the model. In contrast, our intent is to highlight the contemporary uses of the
theories as well as their history and context.As this project began, we faced two immediate
decisions: which theories to address and who best to present them. We looked at graduate-level
theories of psychotherapy courses to see which theories are being taught, and we explored
popular scholarly books, articles, and conferences to determine which theories draw the most
interest. We then developed a dream list of authors from among the best minds in contemporary
theoretical practice. Each author in the series is one of the leading proponents of that approach
as well as a knowledgeable practitioner. We asked each author to review the core constructs of
the theory, bring the theory into the modern sphere of clinical practice by looking at it through a
context of evidence-based practice, and clearly illustrate how the theory looks in
application.There are 24 titles planned for the series, and many titles are now in their second
edition. Each title can stand alone or be grouped together with other titles to create materials for
a course in psychotherapy theories. This option allows instructors to create a course featuring



the approaches they believe are the most salient today. APA Books has also developed a DVD
for each of the approaches that demonstrates the theory in practice with a real client. Many of
the DVDs show psychotherapy over six sessions with the same client. For a complete list of
available DVD programs, visit the APA website (). Most programs are also available in streaming
format.Albert Ellis was one of a kind. Recognized as the first to move the practice of
psychotherapy into the cognitive realm, his contribution to the field of psychotherapy is
immeasurable. If there was a Mount Rushmore of psychotherapy, Al’s would be one of the four
faces. It was an honor that the first edition was among the final publications in Al’s distinguished
career that included over 750 scholarly articles and books. As a young graduate student, I was
fortunate to attend one of Al’s “Five-Dollar Friday Night Workshops” in New York City. Though I
was raised Adlerian, rational emotive therapy (as it was known at the time) was the first
approach to psychotherapy that truly clicked with my own understanding of the field. My father
(Jon Carlson) was friends with both Al and Debbie, and with the passing of my father and Al,
Debbie and I have continued to maintain our own friendship. For the first and second edition, I
appreciate Debbie Joffe Ellis’s skill and craft in keeping Al’s words and thoughts alive. In many
ways, our intersecting relationships and this monograph have provided personal and
professional satisfaction.Al created rational emotive behavior therapy (REBT) through
experience and through trial and error. He discovered that applying traditional analytic methods
did not produce the results that contemporary society desired. REBT became an effective brief
therapeutic approach and the forerunner to other cognitive approaches to psychotherapy. The
theoretical model provides a holistic understanding of human behavior that shows how thoughts,
feelings, and cognitions interact. As you read this book, note how this model allows the
practitioner to effectively sift through the client’s narrative to discover areas of therapeutic
intervention. —Matt Englar-CarlsonHow to Use This Book With APA Psychotherapy
VideosEach book in the Theories of Psychotherapy Series is specifically paired with a DVD that
demonstrates the theory applied in actual therapy with a real client. Many DVDs feature the
author of the book as the guest therapist, allowing students to see an eminent scholar and
practitioner putting the theory they write about into action.The DVDs have a number of features
that make them excellent tools for learning more about theoretical concepts:Many DVDs contain
six full sessions of psychotherapy over time, giving viewers a chance to see how clients respond
to the application of the theory over the course of several sessions.Each DVD has a brief
introductory discussion recapping the basic features of the theory behind the approach
demonstrated. This allows viewers to review the key aspects of the approach about which they
have just read.DVDs feature actual clients in unedited psychotherapy sessions. This provides a
unique opportunity to get a sense of the look and feel of real psychotherapy, something that
written case examples and transcripts sometimes cannot convey.There is a therapist
commentary track that viewers may choose to play during the psychotherapy sessions. This
track gives unique insight into why therapists do what they do in a session. Further it provides an
in vivo opportunity to see how the therapist uses the model to conceptualize the client.The



books and DVDs together make a powerful teaching tool for showing how theoretical principles
affect practice. In the case of this book, the DVD Rational Emotive Behavior Therapy, which
features the author as the guest expert, provides a vivid example of how this approach looks in
practice.AcknowledgmentsThe first edition of Rational Emotive Behavior Therapy was one of the
final books that my husband, Dr. Albert Ellis, and I worked on before his passing in New York City
on July 24, 2007. I continue to profoundly love and honor the life, spirit, and brilliance of my
husband as I continue the work of rational emotive behavior therapy (REBT), and I remain
grateful for and in awe of his massive contributions to our field and beyond.My heartfelt thanks to
Tim Runion, with great appreciation for his usual typographical excellence and his outstanding
generosity.I also remember with deep gratitude the late Jon Carlson, who, along with his son
Matt, invited Al and me to write the first edition of this book. Jon’s contributions to psychology
and counseling were immense, and his work done in front of and behind the scenes continues to
help countless numbers of people. Jon was a dear and encouraging friend to me and was
deeply supportive of my mission to teach, share, practice, and expand people’s knowledge and
awareness of REBT.Thank you, Jon.IntroductionAlmost all humans have the goals of staying
alive and being happy. Too many people are unaware that it is not outer events or circumstances
that will create happiness; rather, it is our perception of events and of ourselves that will create,
or uncreate, positive emotions. People who are aware that they control their emotional and
behavioral destinies have a far greater chance of experiencing more joy, less misery, and a
healthy stability, even when coping with hardships. How? They choose to think in rational,
realistic, and life-enhancing ways. In so doing, appropriate and healthy emotions and actions
result.From its start, rational emotive behavior therapy (REBT), the pioneering cognitive behavior
therapy (CBT), has taught that when people want to survive and be happy, they then have
several desires: to perform important tasks well, to relate successfully to others, and to do what it
takes to help them reach their goals. When they strongly desire to achieve or avoid something,
their wishes and wants frequently (and unhealthily) escalate into needs or necessities. They also
frequently and falsely convince themselves that “when I perform well, I am a good person; if I
perform badly, I am bad.” Just as they harmfully globally rate themselves as “good” or “bad,” they
rate others as “great” or “damnable.” Similarly, they globally rate the world or life-as-a-whole as
“good” or “bad.”Seen in the context of REBT, by thinking, feeling, and acting in these irrational
and inaccurate ways (and by refusing to accept others and life unconditionally), people can often
unhealthily defeat their goals and purposes. They also needlessly create problems such as the
unhealthy negative emotions of severe anxiety, depression, and rage. By refusing to accept
themselves unconditionally, people needlessly, again, create guilt, shame, and self-loathing, in
addition to any or all of the previously noted unhealthy emotions (A. Ellis, 2005b).Constructivism
holds that people have considerable power to construct self-helping thoughts, feelings, and
actions, as well as to construct self-defeating behaviors. It is fortunate that despite this tendency
to act destructively, people also have the tendency to act constructively if they so choose.
Similar to Kelly’s (1955) theory of personal constructs, REBT hypothesizes that people have



choice, to some degree, in how they conduct their lives and, with some degree of effort, can
change themselves considerably, despite any biological or societal limitations.Because of their
constructivism, people can motivate and force themselves to change. Having highly developed
language systems, they can think, think about their thinking, and think about thinking about their
thinking. Even though their thinking, feeling, and actions may seem to be separate or disparate,
they influence and interact with one another. When people think, they also feel and act. When
they feel, they also think and act. When they act, they also think and feel. By recognizing that
they are thinking, feeling, or behaving in destructive ways, people have the ability to push
themselves to think, feel, and act in healthy and rational ways.Consequently, REBT teaches
many kinds of thinking, feeling, and behavioral techniques to identify, investigate, and change
dysfunctional behaviors. It is holistic in approach. It is multimodal in its methods. It holds that
steady work and practice is usually required to change destructive tendencies and acts and to
maintain desired changes.REBT vigorously encourages insight, realistic perspective, reasoning,
and logic but holds that these rational elements alone —without strong emotion, motivation, and
action —are not enough for lasting change.REBT is highly educational. Direct didactic teaching
of its theories and practices often works, so it uses dialogue, arguing, and disputing of irrational
beliefs with clients. It also uses other educational approaches, such as articles, books, lectures,
workshops, CDs, and DVDs. It recognizes that indirect teaching methods can work well with
many people and therefore uses Socratic dialogue, stories, fables, plays, poems, parables, and
other forms of communication. It strongly acknowledges that each person is an individual who
may find that particular modalities of learning work best for him or her.REBT is the founding
cognitive, multimodal, and integrative therapy approach. Albert Ellis originated it in the 1950s,
and other cognitive approaches followed.1 From its start, the approach included philosophical
as well as experiential, emotional, and behavioral techniques. As its creator and founder, Al was
ostracized and criticized by most of the psychological, psychiatric, and social professions in the
early years of REBT. He and his approach were referred to as superficial, simplistic, and worse
by some members of the psychoanalytic community; others reacted to his writings and lectures
with anger, intellectual dissent, and arrogance. This is not surprising: Psychoanalysis was the
dominant therapeutic approach of the day, and he was challenging most of its major assertions
and tenets!The cognitive approach and REBT (or main aspects of it) appear now to be used by
a strong majority of practitioners in the helping professions. Beginning in the 1960s, studies
showed that people who hold irrational beliefs are significantly more disturbed than when they
do not hold them, and the more strongly they hold them, the more disturbed they tend to be (A.
Ellis & Whiteley, 1979). Al and his colleagues started doing outcome studies; then Aaron Beck,
Donald Meichenbaum, and others began to do them; and now there are thousands of studies on
the effectiveness of CBT. The studies tend to show that when people change their rigid, irrational
beliefs to flexible nondogmatic preferences, they become less disturbed.One thing that
distinguishes REBT from most other CBTs is its strong philosophical emphasis. It is humanistic
and existential. Unlike other cognitive approaches, it strongly and vigorously emphasizes the



importance of unconditional acceptance. It aims to help people achieve the three basic REBT
philosophies of unconditional self-acceptance, unconditional other-acceptance, and
unconditional life-acceptance. To do this, it uses cognitive, emotional, and behavioral methods,
which are all described in this book. It also reminds people of the benefit and power of gratitude
(D. J. Ellis, 2015)REBT also differs from theories of the other CBTs in its assumption that the
basic philosophies or core irrational beliefs that many people usually follow to make themselves
disturbed largely involve their adopting and creating absolutistic musts. Although most of the
popular CBTs include these musts, they do not emphasize —as REBT does —how basic and
underlying they are and how they lead to most other profound disturbances, such as awfulizing,
low frustration tolerance, and self-denigration. REBT most vigorously urges people to change
their core irrational self-defeating philosophies and champions precision in the disputing
process.Although the REBT therapist is taught to practice unconditional other-acceptance with
clients, he or she is not to encourage or foster dependence of the client on him or her. A major
goal of REBT is to encourage people to be largely self-sufficient and empowered to choose
healthy ways of thinking, feeling, acting, and being —and to accept themselves unconditionally
even if they do not choose these healthy ways —without needing acceptance or approval from
others, including their almighty therapists!Al believed, and I still believe, that the principles of
REBT should be taught in the school system, so that children can learn how to avoid disturbing
themselves and how to overcome disturbance when it occurs, so that they grow into adults who
think, act, and feel in healthy ways, suffer minimal misery, and experience great and substantial
happiness throughout their lives.This book gives the reader a substantial introduction to the
theory and practice of REBT. This second edition of the book includes updated references and
describes major emphases given to certain of the REBT aspects in recent years. It can be used
in conjunction with the DVD Rational Emotive Behavior Therapy, part of the Systems of
Psychotherapy Video Series, in which a clinical demonstration is given and questions are
answered.2I believe that REBT, with precise focus on the aspects most relevant for the here and
now, has a potency and power that expedites healthy change and healing. Since the passing of
Albert Ellis, it appears that large numbers of former REBT practitioners and teachers are
merging REBT with CBT. As a result, some of REBT’s essential elements can be neglected or
underemphasized. I hope that increased research will be done that continues to show, as past
studies have done, the strength and effectiveness of REBT. The principles of REBT are timeless
and can benefit individuals of any culture and race; they were applicable during past times in
history and are highly relevant in the present. During certain periods it can be helpful to focus
more strongly than ever on particular principles: In the 21st century, so far, when mass and
academic literature report that higher stress is being experienced by many, greater attention and
application of REBT’s encouragement to practice greater mindfulness, tolerance, unconditional
acceptance, and gratitude can reduce such stress significantly. Read it, enjoy it, apply it —and
keep on doing it. Although nothing in life is absolutely certain, it is highly probable that therapists,
clients, students, family, and friends will all benefit greatly.Try it and see!1Note for readers: Albert



Ellis passed away in 2007, during the process of writing the first edition of this book. He
continued to present on REBT until months before his death in July 2007. Although hospitalized
and in a rehabilitation care facility for his final 14 months of life, he taught psychology and
counseling students and others who would come for that purpose to the care home and to the
hospital. He also continued to give interviews to journalists and professors and attend to writing
and other matters, as much as his health and strength would allow. In this book, the authorial “I”
refers to the second author, Debbie Joffe Ellis. I continue to present and write on REBT in the
United States and abroad.2For more information, visit .HistoryIn this chapter, I discuss the
origins of rational emotive behavior therapy (REBT), its development, and its more recent
history. Much more detail on the early days of the development is given in All Out!: An
Autobiography (A. Ellis, 2010).ORIGINSAlthough it could be said that Albert Ellis developed
REBT between 1953 and 1955 after he largely abandoned the liberal psychoanalysis he had
been practicing for the previous 10 years, seeds of the theory were evident throughout times in
his childhood, teens, and early adult years.As a child, Al was often unwell and hospitalized, and
his parents, who were busy —his mother with his two siblings, his father with his work and other
activities —did not visit him as often as many of the parents of other young patients visited their
children. To lessen his sadness about this neglect, he would stop himself from dwelling on
thoughts of this miserable state of affairs. He would instead busy himself by reading books,
imagining and inventing grand schemes or lovely scenarios in his head, or conversing with
nurses and others who were around. This was good use of the cognitive distraction method!
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